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EMOTIONAL REGULATION

Most of us learn to regulate our emotions
through language development, calming
strategies learned from adults, the
knowledge that someone cares for you and
guides you. When a baby cries, it helps to
hold them close, rocking, food, distracting
and singing lullabies or humming tunes.
These are strategies that come
automatically for most parents or carers
and are most important to calm the nervous
system. Growing up, children learn strategies
themselves such as walking, cuddling,
finding their favourite toy, reading, telling
others they are upset. 
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EMOTIONAL DYSREGULATION

Everyone has moments were they feel overwhelmed
and can't regulate. Children and adult that are
dysregulated can loose control over their actions.
This can be particular difficult when others
involved are getting hurt in the process. It is
therefore most helpful to learn about the brain
and how it works when you feel stressed, sad,
scared or angry. With that understanding, you can
build blocks to discover more about yourself, your
triggers and coping strategies. Priority in those
situations is to calm the nervous system first, once
that is done we can give language to the feelings
when in conversation with others. 
Watch this video for more understanding on the
nervous system: video

Family Therapy - Individual Therapy - Clinical Supervision

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uKN5I-Mtgzs


MEDITATION

Shauna Shapiro (click here) tells us that
"lasting change and transformation require
an attitude of kindness". Meditation is a
science where we rest our mind and attain a
state of consciousness where we are attune
with our breath and body. The science
behind mediation means that we are able
to change neural pathways due to
relaxation of our body and brain. After
mediation we are able to focus and be
attentive to the learnings of the world,
increase self-awareness, empathy and
compassion. Start slowly with meditation
and be kind. 

FREE BEES

Please find you free bee below. Click here:
Emotional Regulation for children.

Please feel free to send the newsletter
through to your friends, family and
colleagues. 

SEPTEMBER SPECIAL

FNQ Family Therapy would like to offer
you a September special: book and pay 3
session and receive 50% discount on your
third session.
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0416 699 413
To unsubscribe, please send us an email 

https://www.instagram.com/fnqfamilytherapy
https://www.facebook.com/fnqfamilytherapy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_WGM1vGLLSQ
https://www.fnqfamilytherapy.com.au/resources-1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dOR2hTIb90I&t=1s

